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Puig! Puig! Puig! Puig!
Puerto Rican Olympic Gold Medalist Mónica Puig is a twenty-two year
old professional tennis player and the very first islander to bring the
Gold home for Puerto Rico. Puig won the women's tennis tournament
at the 2016 Summer Olympics. It is Puerto Rico's first gold medal in 68
years of competition at the Summer Olympics.
Other Olympians of Puerto Rican descent have won medals but not
under the Puerto Rican flag. She is the very first Gold for Puerto Rico!
Prior to her victory, Puerto Rico had previously won eight medals in the
Summer Olympics -- six bronzes and two silvers, all by male athletes.
Monica has now earned a spot in Puerto Rico's history books. And she
will be named in the same sentence along some of the island's legends.
Mónica Puig Marchán was born September 27, 1993 in Hato
Rey, Puerto Rico to a Cuban-american father, José Puig, and a Puerto
Rican mother, Astrid Marchán.Her paternal grandparents
are Catalan. She has a brother named Ricardo "Ricky" Puig.
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Puerto Rico competed at the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, from 5 to 21 August 2016. This was the nation's eighteenth
consecutive appearance at the Summer Olympics. Monica Puig won the
first and only Gold, ever, for Puerto Rico.
Since its debut at the London 1948 Olympic Games, Puerto RIco has
been present at 17 editions. Puerto Rico has six medals in boxing (one
Silver and five Bronze). At London 2012, it won a Silver in wrestling and
a Bronze in track and field.
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Representing the United States in Gymnastic Competition and winning Gold is
Lauren "Laurie" Hernandez (born June 9, 2000). Laurie competed as a member
of the U.S. women's gymnastics team at the 2016 Summer Olympics, winning
gold in the team event and silver on the balance beam.

EL BORICUA is a monthly cultural publication,
established in 1995, that is Puerto Rican owned and
operated. We are NOT sponsored by any club or
organization. Our goal is to present and promote our
"treasure" which is our Cultural Identity - “the Puerto
Rican experience.” EL BORICUA is presented in
English and is dedicated to the descendants of Puerto
Ricans wherever they may be.

Special Thanks to . . .
Tayna Miranda Zayas of MarkNetGroup.com

There are three Puerto Rico's you need to learn
about; the old, the new and the natural. Learn about
our little terruño. Subscribe to EL BORICUA, a
monthly cultural publication for Puerto Ricans.
http://www.elboricua.com/subscribenow.html
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Moca is a municipality of Puerto Rico located in
the north-western region of the island, north
of Añasco; southeast of Aguadilla; east
of Aguada; and west of Isabela and San
Sebastián. Moca is spread over 12 wards and
Moca Pueblo (The downtown area and the
administrative center of the ville). It is part of
the Aguadilla-Isabela-San Sebastián
Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Mundillo
The art of bobbin lace making developed in Puerto Rico about two centuries ago,
originally to adorn highly styled garments, such as the ones worn by the clergy.
Today, this specialized lace continues to be used to decorate infant and toddler
clothing. Almost every Puerto Rican baby, at some point, is dressed in a Mundillo
lace ensemble. Mundillo is a special kind of knitting with multiple threads that
produce intricate and artistic knits. The beautifully crafted Mundillo lace is made
predominantly in the town of Moca, in the western part of the island, where most of
the lace makers live and continue to teach the art. There is even a Museum of
Mundillo in Moca and the town regularly hosts a Mundillo festival. Most of the
clothing comes in pastel colors, like light yellow, lavender, turquoise, pink, as well
as beige and white. This traditional Puerto Rican lace is also used to make table
cloths, bedspreads and handkerchiefs. The lace makers bring their carefully crafted
infant jumpsuits, dresses, headbands, booties, blankets and bonnets to sell in San
Juan, usually at artisan festivals. But if you happen to have missed all the festivals,
you can still buy Mundillo at San Juan’s famed Plaza Las Americas, the largest
shopping mall in the Caribbean. In fact, many of Puerto Rico’s artisans have found
a home at Plaza Las Americas either in a freestanding kiosk or at the shopping
center’s 3rd floor artisan gallery.

Speaking Puerto Rican . . .
Aplatanao – someone who is a slacker, lazy,
has lack of ambition. Someone who sits low on
a chair like he has sunk down.

Refrán . . .
Es un peligro estar vivo.

Trivia
The name of Moca comes from the tree Andira
Ínermis whose beautiful pink/purple flowers
expose their presence, which are very common
in this region.

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .
Mi Puerto Rico
Joe Roman Santos, Editor
Joe is a schoolteacher in Houston and spends most of his holidays and summers in
Puerto Rico.

is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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Sept 1,
1910
Some researchers base their evidence on the Tainos traits that were
similar to those of the Indians of South America to conclude that the
Tainos may have come from the northern part of that region.
Archeologists, through excavation of Tainos remains, conclude that the
migration must have happened some time ago in Pre-History
The Tainos lived throughout most of the Caribbean. The immediate
neighbors of the Tainos were the Guanahatabeys who lived at the far
northern end of Cuba and the Island Caribs on the Lesser Antilles.

Sept 11,
1941
Sept 12,
1893

Sept 14

The Guanahatabeys separated the Tainos from the fully civilized
people of the Middle America. The Tainos occupied most of the
Greater Antilles.
The Tainos exchanged cultural, linguistic and biological traits with the
Guanahatabeys and the Island-Caribs.
Some ethnohistorians call the Tainos, Arawacks because they are said
to be the descendants of Arawacks from the North Eastern part of
South America.

Sept 18,
1937
Sept 23,
1868
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Arturo Somohano Portela, ambassador of Puerto
Rican music throughout the world. He was a famous
pianist, composer, and was best known as one of the
leading orchestra directors of his time. He founded
the Orquesta Sinfónica de Puerto Rico and was
named Honorary Director of the Orquesta Sinfónica
de Madrid.
Miguel Algarín, poet, playwright, writer and owner of
Nuyorican Poets Café in NY.
Don Pedro Albizu Campos, born in Ponce, became
Puerto Rico's strongest nationalistic leader. He
ended up in prison for his activities and later died in
1965.
Sister Isolina M. Ferré was a humanitarian and
community leader whose work in NY and in PR
brought her recognition and awards including the
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1999. She died in
2000.
Orlando Cepeda - Major League Baseball Star
"EL GRITO DE LARES", Puerto Rico's one and only
call for independence. After the victory in Lares the
rebels declared a free República de Puerto Rico and
appointed government officials. However, the
insurrection was promptly defeated in just a few days
by the Spanish forces.

However, they preferred to be called Tainos, which means men of the
good. Most agree that the Tainos who lived in the Greater Antilles
(Cuba, Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, and Jamaica), had a more advanced
civilization.

Don Guillo, the gardener . . . .
The white frangipani grows best in USDA zones
10-12 and generally needs tropical conditions to
survive. It is native to the Caribbean, particularly
Puerto Rico, but has since been introduced to
tropical areas all over the world.
Though it grows quite slowly, Plumeria alba can
eventually grow to be twenty-five feet tall and
about fifteen feet wide. It grows best in full sun.

Malta Santiago
I live in Chicago with my new Mom, Lucecita.
I was rescued from under a bridge in Puerto Rico.
Now I am happy and have no fears.

I have other friends in PR that also need to find a home.
http://www.saveasato.org
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Strange foods
The Caribbean can be a beautiful, but weird place. Many of its
customs and cultural characteristics may seem odd to outsiders. The
region’s dynamic history of migration, displacement, genocides,
warfare, multiple colonial influences and political struggles have made
it a melting pot of varied peoples with different backgrounds and
behaviors. This is reflected in the food which can be a little odd, but
undeniably delicious.

Pineapple Rum Sunset Punch
1 (20-ounce) can pineapple rings in juice, drained
1 cup grenadine
1 cup white Puerto Rican rum
1/2 cup Campari
1 (46-ounce) can unsweetened pineapple juice, chilled
1/2 cup lime juice
1 (12-ounce) bottle ginger beer, chilled
Ice

Conch
Admittedly, if you’re born and raised in the Caribbean this may not
seem strange at all, since it is such a popular dish throughout most of
the region. But if you stop and think about it, it’s really a giant sea snail
– and a delicious one too.
Perhaps one of the most versatile sea foods, conch can be roasted,
made into a salad, pickled, made into a soup, stewed, deep-fried,
made into delicious fritter appetizers, jerked, or turned into a rich,
creamy chowder.

Place the pineapple rings on a parchment paper-lined baking
sheet and freeze until firm.
Combine the grenadine, rum, and Campari in a pitcher and
stir until well-combined. Slowly pour in the pineapple juice,
then lime juice, and finally ginger beer.
Garnish the pitcher or individual glasses with the frozen
pineapple rings. Serve the punch over ice.
Serves 8

Harvesting conch and preparing the meat is a daunting task with
multiple steps, and certainly not for the faint hearted.

To clear it up once and for all for the non-Caribbean, it is
pronounced konk or choncha or carrucho in Puerto Rico.

Sally Rubio Canales
is a guest writer with
roots in Ponce. She
lives in St Louis with
her two daughters and
spends the summers
in Puerto Rico.

* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for
a popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He
gets to travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.
This section was added in 1998 in order to become more inclusive and at the request of several public schools using our publication in the classroom.

Churros
1 cup water
5 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon sugar
¼ teaspoon salt
1 cup all-purpose flour
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
4 cups oil for frying

For coating; mix together in
a shallow dish:
¼ cup sugar
½ teaspoon ground
cinnamon

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor
* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Be sure to have a piping or pastry bag for making churros.
In a pot, add water, butter, sugar and salt. Mix together until butter melts and water boils.
Turn off heat when water boils and add flour. Mix until you get a dough. Place dough on
a mixing bowl and let cool for 5 minutes or so.
In a small bowl, beat eggs with vanilla extract. Then add to mixing bowl with dough.
Blend until thick and smooth.
Heat your frying oil to 350° F.
While heating, set up pastry bag with dough. In a bowl, prepare coating by mixing sugar
and cinnamon.
When oil is properly heated, push snippets of dough in the oil and fry them for 3-4
minutes. Remove from oil and place on top of paper towels to drain oil.
When oil is drained, coat each churro with sugar and cinnamon before serving.

World's most idyllic bomb site: Hidden
beach created by giant blast from
Mexican government during target
practice is now a stunning strip of sand
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog
Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas
This is what is called
Puerto Rican comfort food.

Spanish Fried egg with
crispy crust or edger and
creamy center. That’s
perfection.

It is also a perfect dish for
those days you don’t have
time to cook.

As a single dad I often came home from work after picking up my
children from after school daycare.
What's a Spanish fried egg? It's an egg fried very quickly in very, very
hot olive oil. Some use olive oil and a bit of butter for flavor, but just
olive oil does fine.
What you get in a Spanish fried egg is a crispy, delicate white that
crunches then practically melts in your mouth. The yolk is just set, but
still runny enough to soak into your toast. In other words, no rubbery
white - no overcooked yolk. Eggy perfection!

To make a Spanish fried egg: Heat about 1/4 inch of olive oil in a
small, heavy skillet. Heat over medium-high heat until very hot; it
should just be beginning to smoke. Crack an egg into a cup. When
the oil is hot enough, carefully slip the egg into the oil and
immediately turn the heat down to medium-low. Spoon the hot oil
over the egg as it cooks. Cook for no more than a minute and a half
then take the pan off the heat and remove the egg with a slotted
spoon.
Sprinkle with sea salt and fresh pepper and enjoy immediately!
Great for breakfast, lunch, dinner and even a snack!

*Anna, born in Bayamón and raised in Aibonito, is a Recipe Tester for EL
BORICUA, a staff writer, and is also a professional Chef. She lives in
California with her husband, Joe and their three children.

While driving home I was attempting to think about dinner. What
was I going to serve? The girls were no problem, they ate like little
birds and almost didn’t like anything I served anyway, but they ate
it if they wanted TV privileges. But my son, RJ, he was a tough
critic. ‘Dad, is this what we’re having for dinner?’ he would ask in
a not so nice tone of voice. But I knew there was one particular
left-over dish he absolute loved because he is Puerto Rican . . .
So you’re in a rush to get dinner on the table. Have several
screaming children that keep running in the kitchen asking for
snacks. You know it’s past dinner time so what do you do?
All Puerto Rican households have some type of left over rice in the
fridge or freezer. Just heat it up with a bit of olive oil in a pan. It
doesn’t matter what kind of rice it is. Combine different left over
rice if you don’t have enough of one kind.
Fried eggs, Puerto Rican style, crispy edges with tender moist
centers – that means using hot oil. Serve the heated rice and eggs
on top. Do you have avocados? Serve slices of avocado with it
and you have a delicious, traditional Puerto Rican meal!

* Jaime Garibay Rivera, Ph.D. is a retired college professor
(Aerophysics), now living in Miami. He has three children and his
family roots are in Mayagüez.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla
Salmon
4 (6 oz) skinless salmon fillets
3 Tbsp olive oil, plus more for grill
2 tsp lime zest
3 Tbsp fresh lime juice
3 cloves garlic, crushed
Sazonador Total from Goya
Salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste
Coconut Rice
2½ cups coconut water
1½ cups coconut milk
2 cups rice, rinsed and drained
3 Tbsp Goya Sazonador Total
2 tsps salt

Grilled Salmon with Avocado-Mango
Salsa and Coconut Rice

Avocado-Mango Salsa
1 large mango, peeled and diced
1 cup chopped red bell pepper (½ large)
¼ cup chopped fresh cilantro
1/3 cup onion, chopped
1 large avocado, peeled and diced
1 Tbsp fresh lime juice
1 Tbsp olive oil
1 Tbsp coconut water
Salt and pepper, to taste

Salmon
In an 11x7-inch baking dish whisk together olive oil, lime zest, lime juice, garlic, and
season with salt and pepper to taste (a fair amount of each). Place salmon in baking dish,
sprinkle with Sazonador Total, cover and allow to marinate in refrigerator 15 - 30
minutes, then flip salmon to opposite side, season again with Sazonador Total, and allow
to marinate 15 - 30 minutes longer. Preheat a grill over medium-high heat during last 10
minutes of marinating.
Brush grill grates with oil. Place salmon on grill and grill about 3 minutes per side or
until just cooked through (turn carefully as the salmon will be fragile).

Coconut rice
While salmon is marinating prepare coconut rice.
In a medium saucepan bring coconut water and coconut milk to a boil. Add rice,
Sazonador Total, and salt. Cook of medium-high until liquids evaporate. Stir once or
twice, cover and cook another 25 minutes or so.
Avocado-mango salsa
While the salmon is grilling prepare salsa. In a medium bowl toss together mango, bell
pepper, cilantro, red onion, avocado, lime juice, olive oil and coconut water. Season with
salt and pepper to taste.

Fettucine with Salmon & Tomatoes
Serve salmon warm with coconut rice top with avocado mango salsa.

Just substitute the meat with salmon and use your
basic recipe and there it is, a fancy and flavorful
dish.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Arroz con habichuelas y carne de cerdo

Yuca Fritters
1 cup vegetable oil for frying
1 pound yuca, grated
1 tablespoon butter, softened
1 beaten egg
1 teaspoon anise seed
1 teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon sugar
Cut yuca into 3” pieces and slice off the thick peel.
Grate the yuca using the smallest size of the grater.

3 cups extra -long grain rice
8 cups of water (won’t need it all)
¼ cup olive oil
1½ cups pork cut up in 1 inch pieces (any pork)
2 cans Pink Beans, drained
1 cup cooking ham (diced)
½ cup of salted pork (diced small)
½ cup sofrito
½ can tomato sauce
2 envelopes Sazón
Salt (about 3 tsps) and pepper to taste

Heat a large caldero with olive oil over medium heat. Once oil
is hot add salted pork, cook this for about 5 minutes, then
add ham, and pork. Sautee meats for a good 15 minutes,
stirring now and then.
Meanwhile bring about 8 cups of water to boil (won’t need it
all, and rise rise).

In a medium bowl, combined the yuca, butter, egg, anise seed,
salt and sugar. Using a wooden spoon, mix together until well
combined.

Add the rest of the ingredients and stir everything together.
Add enough boiling water to cover the rice 1” above rice line.
(about 2 cups of water to one cup of rice). Stir once or twice
only.

In a frying pan, heat up vegetable oil over medium heat. Place
about 1 tablespoon of the mixture in the oil, separately. Cook
until the fitter has turned golden brown, for about 2 -3 minutes
on each side.

Leave heat on medium and cook until liquid evaporates,
shape the rice into a mound, cover and cook for 15 mins.
Open, stir only once or twice. Cover again and cook for
another for another 10 minutes or so.

Remove from the pan and place on a plate lined with a paper
towel to remove excess grease.
Serve immediately.

Too much stirring and too much water will cause the rice to
get sticky or amogollao.
1 cup uncooked rice makes about 3 cups cooked rice.
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Nuestra Música

Casa Amadeo for the Jibaros Soul
In the South Bronx lives a quiet guardian of jibaro songs and other types of
Latin music. The store is located on Prospect Ave and cared for by Señor Mike
Amadeo, since 1969. For many Puerto Ricans it is a landmark of the jibaro’s
soul and pride. It is nationalism at its best.
Casa Amadeo is one of a kind. It sells CDs and vinyl records and comes with a
storyteller of bygone days. Mr. Amadeo and with no pun intended, is an
unsung musician himself. The music store owner has written about 300 songs
sources share. He wrote songs for such greats as Celia Cruz and Cheito
Gonzalez.
In 2005 the Puerto Rican artist was finally recognized by Hostos for the Arts
and Culture. A concert was performed in his honor titled Que Me Lo Den En
Vida. More recently he composed the songs for his musician nephew’s album,
Tito Nieves titled, En Familia.
The Puerto Rican born song writer seems to provide a place of music and
stories. The elderly gather to talk about music and pride inside the walls of an
establishment with great history. It is not only the oldest record store in the
Bronx but, formerly owned by the great Puerto Rican composer, Rafael
Hernández and his sister Victoria. It was a source of income for the family and
Victoria tended to the records while her brother wrote his songs. They bought
their first music store in 1939 and their second, now Casa Amadeo, in 1941. It
is believed that they may have been the first Puerto Ricans to own a music
store in New York City. Casa Amadeo still sports its old name, Antigua Casa
Hernández.
Mike Amadeo once composed music and sang with the Los Tres Reyes, until
the US Army called in 1957. He had to leave his music behind and bought the
store after he returned from the military. It is most certain he lives up to the
pride of the former owners. Mr. Amadeo provides a very special and unique
place for Puerto Ricans, all lovers of Latin music and musicians who come to
him for advice. Although the digital world has interfered with some sales,
newspapers have quoted him as not being concerned. What Mr. Amadeos
“sells” cannot be found on the internet or even in today’s more technology
based music world.
To the jibaros and lovers of the Latin sounds and soul, Casa Amadeos is
indeed a landmark.

*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her two
children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn, New York.

Available online
Felipe Rodriguez - Luis Felipe Rodríguez, better
known as Felipe "La Voz" Rodríguez, (May 8,
1926 – May 26, 1999) born in Caguas, Puerto
Rico, was a singer of boleros. He is regarded as
the most popular Puerto Rican male singer of the
1950s based on record sales and live audience
records. Many of Rodríguez's recordings are often
considered to be classics in Puerto Rico.
In 1950, Rodríguez left the trio and tried different
projects, such as forming or joining other trios
(particularly the Trío Los Antares), duos (he
formed the "Dúo Pérez-Rodríguez" with his then
wife, and continued his professional relationship
with her long after their divorce) and singing solo.
He was given the nickname, "La Voz" (The
Voice), a name which was to stay with him for the
rest of his life, by Puerto Rican radio announcer
Mariano Artau. Héctor Lavoe's stage name was
based on Rodríguez's nickname.
In the 1980s, Rodríguez continued to record and
had hits with "Por Primera Vez" (1983) (For the
First Time) and "Juntos otra Vez" (1986)
(Together Again). In 1987, he was able to realize
one of his dreams when he performed at the Luis
A. Ferre Center for Performing Arts in San
[2]
Juan. In the 1990s, Rodríguez continued to be
active as a singer and when not singing he would
be at the recording studio producing.
Later in the 1990s, he suffered a fall from a step
ladder in his home in Carolina, Puerto Rico, which
hurt his back. Eventually the fall complicated with
a pneumonia and contributed to his death. Felipe
"La Voz" Rodríguez died on May 26, 1999 in San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
Wikipeida

